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NOTICE TO THE TRADE

Export Food Aid Conference III 
Kansas City, Missouri

  April 10-12, 2001

The US Department of Agriculture’s Farm Service Agency and Foreign Agricultural
Service, together with the US Agency for International Development, invite you to attend
the third Export Food Aid Conference.  The conference is projected to run two full days on
April 10-11 and a half day on April 12, at the Downtown Marriott Hotel in Kansas City,
Missouri.  Rooms have been blocked for industry and government attendees.  You will be
advised of the hotel room rates and reservation deadline along with complete registration
details in November 2000.  

As in the past, the central emphasis of the conference will be on communications between
all the interacting groups involved in export food aid.  Most of the conference time will be
dedicated to discussions following broad theme lines in a breakout format. At this early
stage the conference outline of topics to be showcased include: 

• Procurement Planning 
• Vendor Industry Developments
• Product Quality Monitoring
• New Programs 
• Ocean Transportation
• Receiver-Country Developments  

We expect that many other topics of interest to the Private Voluntary Organizations and the
trade will also be addressed.  Included in the conference will be a luncheon on Tuesday,
April 10, 2001, and an evening reception that day (after the first day of meetings).  In
addition, we are especially pleased to announce that Catherine Bertini, World Food
Program Executive Director, has kindly accepted our invitation to speak at the conference.

We invite your input of suggested topics of particular interest, speaker recommendations,
general comments on the agenda or conference organization, and any questions you may
have.  Your written input may be sent to Austen Merrick, FAX (816) 823-1640 or E-mail to
admerrick@kcc.fsa.usda.gov  
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If you have additional questions, or if you will have any special needs while attending the
conference please call Maureen Kraft (816) 926-6326, or Austen Merrick (816) 926-6715. 

From the October 1999 conference, please find an attached summary of issues and
recommendations raised during those discussions.  Included are responses to those
recommendations as of the present time.  Your comments on this information would be
welcome as well.
     

George W. Aldaya
Director

Attachment







Fumigate using a tarp down method on the
warehouse floor five days prior to vessel
loading, for the account of the ocean carrier. 

2.  For Lash barges Fumigation to take place upon loading the
barge.  The fumigant is actually applied to
the loaded barge and then the barge is
closed.  This is for the account of the ocean
carrier.  If there is a significant delay
between barge loading and its lifting by the
mother vessel (in excess of 30 days)
fumigation of the barge is required again
five days prior to being lifted by the mother
vessel. This is also for the account of the
ocean carrier.



3.  For containers Fumigation is to take place on a warehouse
floor under tarps a minimum of five days
prior to stuffing the container.  If this is not
possible, fumigation of the loaded container
is to take place.  Either practice is for the
expense of the ocean carrier. A protocol for
container fumigation is to be developed
along with an oversight protocol for this
practice.

4.  For prepositioned cargo (all Title II for
USAID) 

(4a) The vendor is responsible for an initial
fumigation under tarps upon arrival at the
port.

The port is responsible for the following:

(4b) Arrange all FGIS Condition Inspections
for any prepositioned bagged cargo in place
on warehouse floor five days prior to vessel
loading or container stuffing.  Government
expense.

(4c) Arrange all FGIS Condition Inspections
for any prepositioned bagged cargo in place
on warehouse floor more than 30 days (30-
day period to start from arrival of first
railcar/truck).  Government expense.

(4d) Fumigations necessitated by these
condition inspections.  Port expense.

5.  For "long term storage contracts"
(contracts entered into without having a firm
export call forward) typically under Surplus
Removal

There is a maximum storage period of 75
days during which the flour supplier retains
risk of loss to the commodity, and is required
to tarp cargo and fumigate at least once at
the supplier’s expense during the period of
storage.  The exception: In the event that the
flour is allocated and freight is booked to a
country instead of to storage, the supplier
will not be required to tarp and fumigate
that portion of the cargo.  Instead the
supplier will receive notify party
information, and the contract will be
amended to deduct fumigation costs as noted
on the offer form.  This shifts the fumigation
responsibility and cost to the ocean carrier.

6.  All bagged products for Yemen Fumigation is required throughout the full
year.



11. Change bulk commodity invitations to provide for optional coasts at buyer’s option,
especially if there is a repeat of large tonnage multi-cargo procurement.

The recommendation has not been followed.  The commodity cost of the option is
thought to be exorbitant, and it is limited to those export elevator operators who are
multi-coastal.

12. Reconsider prepositioning commodities at US inland points.

Under further review by AID.

The recommendation has been considered by USDA, and adequate grounds for doing
so have not been found to date.  Current prepositioned inventories are providing the
required level of quick shipment coverage to date.  For the larger package units in 50
KG bags there are restrictions in finding interior points with existing manpower levels
to handle this type of floor-loaded storage.
 

PACKAGING

Questions were raised about the desirability of having differing bag strength for different locations.

High-performance bags are in use for some countries that have repeated handlings of the
cargo to destination, with good reports of success.  If there are additional needs for the high-
performance bags in other countries, please call Dean Jensen in FSA Contract Management
Branch at 202-720-2115.

US PORT ISSUES

1. Vessel Loading Observations (VLOs) needed for all packaged commodities.  Put statistics of
loss in a data base format.  Packaging needed proper communication logos, lot coding for
tracking, infestation resistance, and tamper-proof sealing.

On February 26, 1999, the VLO was expanded to all packaged commodities (see Notice
to the Trade EOD-47).  The other issues raised by this recommendation are under
continual USDA and AID review.

2. Prepositioned cargo should have a condition inspection after it has been sitting for 30 days. 
Cargo sitting from March through October should be covered with a tarp and be fumigated
under that tarp every 45-60 days.

The condition inspection suggestion has been put in place and is well enforced.  Cargo
that is infested is fumigated under tarp.


